
AN ENGINE YOU IGNITE.
WITH EXPLOSIVE 
RESULTS.
A high-performance athlete for the road and the 
racetrack, for perfect drifts, high-speed bends and 
the long straights in between. The driver in the M 
sports seat becomes one with the vehicle for an 
adrenaline-steeped experience. A sports car 
destined to set the pulse racing – the new BMW 
M4 Coupé.

THE BMW M4 COUPÉ.



FASHIONadvertisement

Our newness looks 
good on you
We’ve got something new, from 

perfect partywear to comfy tops



Novo Shoes

RETAIL
e x a m p l e

For affordable, on-trend fashion, there's no better place for shoes online 

than Novo. Boots, heels, flats, and more are available now, as are our 

fantastic accessories and handbags. Trend driven statement pieces to 

fashion forward classics, there's something for everyone at Novo.

Buy women's shoes online at Novo today.



Wonder Woman (2017)

Storyline
Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained to be an unconquerable 

warrior. Raised on a sheltered island paradise, when a pilot crashes 

on their shores and tells of a massive conflict raging in the outside 

world, Diana leaves her home, convinced she can stop the threat. 

Fighting alongside man in a war to end all wars, Diana will discover 

her full powers and her true destiny. 

Release Date: 16/11/2017

Running Time: 120 mins

Director: Zack Snyder 

PG-13 | 2h 21min 

Action, Adventure, Fantasy



Green screen video on Printed brochure.



Bring your property brochures and print advertisements to life with 

interactive Video and 3D walkthroughs and track engagement in real time.

Scan the image above



Ella Chair Design by Montis

32.7" w | 27.2" d | 27.6" h | seat: 16.5" h 

BUY ONLINE at www.myproductdesign.com

Ella is a compact seat allowing you to adopt all manners 

of sitting postures easily while properly supported at all 

times. A notable feature is its buckled dish shape which, 

together with its geometrically faceted sides gives a truly 

distinctive look to the armchair. The legs consist of a sled 

base strip, 4-star or 3-toe swivel. The seat is foam 

molded entirely from polyurethane and has an especially 

high degree of durability.

$1,790



AVANTGARDE. Dynamically elegant.
The exterior looks timelessly contemporary right down to the last detail. It includes 

43.2-centimetre light-alloy wheels, a diamond radiator grille with black pins and design 

elements in chrome and aluminium. The lowered AGILITY CONTROL suspension also 

emphasises the sporty look.

EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
Dynamic front bumper with chrome trim element 
and air intakes with a diamond lattice

Diamond radiator grille with black pins, chrome 
surround, integral Mercedes star and a 
characteristic coupé louvre

10-spoke 43.2 cm (17-inch) light-alloy wheels 
(large image); opt. e.g. 48.3 cm

(19-inch) light-alloy wheels, painted tremolite 
grey with a high-sheen finish

AGILITY CONTROL suspension with selective 
damping system and lowered chassis



Bring your property brochures and print advertisements to life with 

interactive Video and 3D content while tracking your potential customer 

engagement in real time.



FOR SALE 89 East Drive, Caboolture, Qld 4510

Perfect Home or Ideal Investment Opportunity
Situated in a quiet and family friendly pocket, sits this solidly 
built, low maintenance home and an inspection is highly 
recommended.

As soon as you step inside, you are immediately greeted 
with all the necessary requirements of a quality family home 
or ideal investment with four spacious bedrooms and 
numerous entertaining and living zones that seamlessly 
connect together and which the whole family can spread 
out and enjoy.

$659,000

Open for Inspection Times
Sat 25 Nov | 4:15PM - 4:45PM

Offers over








